I’ve done—and will pretty much try—any treatment or product in the name of beauty (and, uh, journalism).
I’ve lasered my face and body multiple times, injected fillers in the most unlikely of places, given up
deodorant with the gamble that I may alienate everyone with my own scent, had my facial muscles
electrocuted, and just been generally poked and prodded by the best aestheticians and doctors in the business.
And with awards season high upon us, I found myself constantly analyzing the faces of red-carpet attendees,
toiling over all the work that goes into looking rested, smooth, glowy, smiley, etc. in the face of a million
paparazzi lenses and on HD TV. Yeah, it’s safe to say it’s not the lowest of maintenance. Which is why it’s
also very important to note that each and every one of those celebrities has a team of pros working on him/her
for hours, weeks, days, even years, to ensure that not a hair is out of place when making an acceptance speech.

To get just a miniature slice of what this feels like, I spent an entire day getting the red-carpet treatment—
bleached, cleaned, peeled, smoothed, and exfoliated—in the hopes of getting an ultra-bright ten-tooth smile
and lifted, clear skin, all with zero downtime. All I’m missing now is the $10,000 couture gown, piles of
borrowed diamonds...and the Academy Awards invitation (which must have gotten lost in the mail.)

“If you want glowing skin before a big event, the OxyLight Facial combination treatment will leave you
looking red-carpet-ready the next day. OxyLight integrates the most requested applications in one system,
including oxygen with light therapy, microcurrent stimulation, oxygen therapy, diamond microdermabrasion,
and Biosonix Ultrasound. All of these are natural complements to the way our bodies work, so it provides a
solution for many skin problems—fine lines and wrinkles, acne, scars, pigmentation, enlarged pores, overall
skin tightening, collagen production, and lymphatic drainage to improve circulation.
“The OxyLight treatment is such a relaxing and pampering experience. There is usually no discomfort and no
recovery time is necessary, so patients can come in one or two days before the event. At home, I recommend
exfoliating at least once a week, avoiding harsh granular scrubs and opting for a product containing mild
glycolic and/or lactic acid. I often recommend PFrankMD Weekly Brightening Pads, which give an instant
glow and are non-irritating, and the MDNA Skin Chrome Clay Mask to my patients. Skinceuticals Phyto
Corrective Masque is also great to add moisture to the skin—even for the most sensitive skin types.”
Aftermath: Edyta performed this treatment on Sofía Vergara before her Palm Beach nuptials, so before we
even started, I knew I was in amazing hands (but also had high expectations). And the treatment lived up to
them completely. After looking at my reflection, I didn’t see dehydrated, dull, airplane-ravaged skin, I saw
real glow—like an I-just-threw-on-highlighter kind of glow—and zero forehead wrinkles (for real). And as
promised, the next day I woke up to even clearer, brighter skin. It should also be noted than while Edyta kept
using the word “relaxing” to describe the treatment, I didn’t realize just how true that was...until I fell asleep
on the treatment bed. Which could say something about just how tiring prepping for a red-carpet event like an
A-list actress is. I kid...kind of.

